
Sports
•  Deliver couch-to-seat convenience and 

customized fan experiences

•  Monitor for persons of concern

•  Investigate incidents more rapidly

•  Validate access rights to restricted spaces

•  Create searchable inventories of persons 

and vehicles for post-event investigations

Gaming
•  Authenticate identities for friction-free, 

secure game play

•  Enhance responsible gaming compliance

•  Combat fraud and prevent crime

•  Enable e-Wallet convenience

•  Create searchable inventories of persons 

and vehicles for post-event investigations

•  Validate claimed identities at loyalty program 

enrollment, online and on-premises

Entertainment
•  Maintain awareness and manage security 

concerns across single or muti-unit venues

•  Deliver couch-to-seat convenience and 

customized fan experiences

•  Recognize fraudulent ticket sellers and 

persons of concern

•   Validate credentials at temporary, 

day-of-event checkpoints

•  Document and manage security incidents

Security Operations

Speed investigations 

through searchable 

inventories of persons and vehicles; 

recognize persons of concern quickly to 

facilitate response; identify patterns and 

trends across multi-unit enterprises.

Markets

Use Cases

Commercial Security & EngagementOC
Enhance security and deliver more engaging experiences 
with Rank One’s top-rated computer vision solutions.

Rank One’s face recognition and object detection / recognition technology 

powers a wide range of identity authentication and real-time notification 

applications that enhance security and enable delivery of more engaging 

experiences that inspire confidence and build lasting relationships.

Available as an SDK, component parts, and real-time recognition platform, 

ROC technologies enable system integrators and in-house developers to 

build highly secure, friction-free, identity authentication solutions that delight 

spectators and guests, inspire confidence, and create brand affinity.

Validate identities against government 

issued credentials at the time of enrollment

Prevent the creation of fraudulent identities 

or sharing of privileges through highly 

accurate face recognition capture

Deliver frictionless access to physical 

spaces and member benefits

Authenticate identities and enable access

Prevent Fraud

Detect fraud in Loyalty 

Programs and eWallet 

platforms through robust identity 

proofing, secure access authorization, 

and de-duplication.

Build Lasting
Relationships

Recognize opt-in reward 

program members for delivery of highly 

personalized experiences and capture 

daily shopper demographics for informed 

marketing that drives sales.

Recognize Returning 
Guests and VIPs

Recognize important guests 

and loyal customers immediately to 

deliver personalized experience and 

boost brand affinity.

Vendor and Staff 
Compliance

Eliminate timecard fraud 

and buddy punching; monitor and 

document access to sensitive areas or 

hazardous locations, speed visitor and 

vendor registration and daily check-ins. Computing
Rank One

www.ROC.ai

Contact us 
to schedule a demo or ask questions: 

email: bd@rankone.io

web: www.ROC.ai 



Founded in 2015, ROC is an employee-owned company with headquarters in Denver, CO and offices in 

Morgantown, WV and the home offices of some of America’s finest engineers and Computer Vision experts.

We look forward to working with you - as a customer, partner, or colleague - to solve problems, increase 

engagement, and protect our way of life through ethical and responsible Computer Vision technology.

Recognized thought leaders and innovators, with decades of experience and

numerous patents in biometrics, computer vision, and identity solutions.
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Engineering-first approach focuses on efficient, effective, and game-changing

solutions that solve customer challenges.

Dedicated to ethical use of emerging technology to make spaces - digital or physical

- safer and more engaging.

Proven experience developing and deploying tailored solutions that increase trust in

online commerce with global financial institutions, strengthen U.S. military and law

enforcement missions, and enhance customer loyalty with leading retail and

entertainment enterprises.

  -  DoD and FBI Biometric identification platforms

  -  Fortune 500 and global banking e-commerce

  -  State and local public safety and law enforcement missions

  -  Trusted traveler and spectator programs

  -  Retail and Entertainment customer engagement and loss prevention

Why choose us:

How we’re different:


